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Abstract  with a perfectly  elastic supply.  However,  the
This study analyzed supply functions for ag-  supply of land for agricultural purposes is ex-
ricultural output and demand functions for fac-  pected to be price inelastic. Hence, the supply
tors of production for Georgia. These relation-  of land needs to be taken into account in meas-
ships were derived with duality  theory from  uring the impact of output and input prices on
a normalized  quadratic  profit function.  Land  the demand for all inputs including land.
has been included in other duality studies as a  The overall objective of this study is to esti-
fixed factor as opposed to an endogenous fac-  mate  a system of output supply and input de-
tor.  In this  study,  the  system of supply and  mand  equations for Georgia agriculture while
demand equations was augmented with a sup-  recognizing the endogeneity of land rents. This
ply equation for land, which allowed land rents  study  examines  the  structure  of agricultural
to be an endogenous  factor.  Consequently, it  production  in  Georgia  using multiple-output,
was possible to measure  the impact  of output  multiple-input  technology.  Specific objectives
and input prices on land rents.  are: to estimate supply functions for crops and
for livestock and poultry and  to estimate  de-
Key words:  agricultural output supply, input  mand functions  for hired labor, land, machin-
demand, agricultural technology,  ery, and materials. Because a unique aspect of
land rents  static duality.  the  study  is  the  endogenous  nature  of land
rents, both the supply and the demand for land
In  order to measure the interdependencies  are considered.
among outputs  and the differential  effects  of
various  outputs  on  factor  demands,  several
researchers  have  taken  a  multiple-input,  While the goal of the study is to use a dual
multiple-output  approach  to  duality  theory  profit function  to  obtain  a system  of output
(Ray; Weaver; Shumway). The dual cost func-  supply and input  demand equations,  the land
tion  used  by  Ray  does  not  allow  for  the  resource creates some special difficulties. Con-
endogeneity  of output levels, and hence it can-  sidering  an  upward  sloping  supply curve  for
not  measure  certain  important  cross-effects  land, the land prices (rents) do not satisfy the
among  inputs  and  outputs.  The  multiple-  property  of being  given  or exogenous  to the
input, multiple-output profit function approach  decision makers.  Hence,  dual results  are not
which  has  been used  by Weaver,  Shumway,  in general valid for considering  land. The dif-
and Shumway and Alexander overcomes these  ficulties associated with the land resource are
limitations by allowing for the endogeneity of  overcome  by  incorporating  land  as  a  quasi-
output levels.  fixed  resource  into  a  normalized  restricted
The effect of output and input prices on the  profit function.
demand for land has not been taken  into ac-  Although the model developed in this study
count by any of these previous  studies using  is unique, it can be directly linked to previous
duality theory. Typically the land resource has  literature.  For example,  Huffman  considered
either been ignored or treated as a fixed  fac-  land  as a fixed  factor in a similar model.  Fol-
tor in these studies. The reason for neglecting  lowing Nadiri, Huffman also discussed shadow-
the  land  resource  is  that  its price  does  not  value equations for fixed factors. He used this
behave  as  other inputs.  In  the  case  of other  relationship to calculate shadow values of fixed
inputs, it is assumed  that producers  can pur-  inputs  with mean  values  of variables  rather
chase any desired quantity at the going mar-  than using the relationship in the econometric
ket price. Such a possibility exists  for inputs  model,  as this study does. Applebaum used an
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13approach close to the one in this study.  He es-  convex,  linearly  homogeneous,  monotonic  in
timated a cost function in which quantity was  prices (increasing in output prices and decreas-
a fixed  factor.  Using the  shadow-value  equa-  ing in input  prices)  and  monotonic increasing
tion for output, he estimated  an inverse  sup-  and concave in quasi-fixed inputs. For purposes
ply equation, and he augmented his model with  of empirical  application  the  function  must be
an output demand equation. In this study, land  twice differentiable.
is  considered  to  be  a  quasi-fixed  factor.  A
shadow-value  equation  representing  the  de-  EMPIRICAL MODEL
mand  for  land  is derived  and  estimated  as  a  Assuming  competitive  behavior,  exogenous
part of the theoretical model.  prices of outputs, and nonland variable inputs,
Consider the dual restricted profit function  the  dual  restricted  profit function  is modeled
7* which  is a function  of exogenous  competi-  using the normalized quadratic form (Lau,  1976;
tive input  and  output prices  and  quasi-fixed  Lerttamrab;  Shumway and Alexander):
inputs:
m  n  (m  m
(1)  r* =f(P,W,Z)  ,  (5)  *'=  bo +  bipi'+  ciz i + 0. 5  E  bijPi'pj
i=2  i=m+l  i=2  j=2
where  1* is maximum  profit associated  with  n  n  f  n
the vector of competitive output prices P, the  +  cijzizj  + 2  dijpi  zj
vector of competitive input prices W, and the  i=m+  j=m+l  i=2 j=m+l
vector of exogenous factors Z.  where  n*'  is  profit  divided  by  the  price  of
From this  function,  the  input  demand  and  netput 1 (p); the p's are normalized prices, p'
output supply equations and the shadow-value  pi/p,  i = 2,.  m; the z 's are other exogenous
equation for the quasi-fixed factors can be de-  variables,  i = m + 1  n; and the b's, c's, and
rived  using  Hotelling's  Lemma.  The  partial  d's are parameters to be estimated.
derivative  of the  dual  restricted  profit  func-  Using  Hotellings  Lemma,  the  first-order
tion  with  respect  to  the ith input  price  (wi)  derivatives of equation (5) with respect to nor-
yields the negative ordinary demand function:  malized prices  of variable inputs  and  outputs
*2  -X i  dr*  /  dare  the input demand and output supply equa-
(2)  -xi = dB*  / 9w i ,  tions respectively:
where  xi*  is the  optimal  quantity  of the  ith  m  n
input. The partial derivative of the profit func-  (6)  qi = bi +  bijPj'+  dijzj,  i= 2,..., m,
tion with respect to the output price (pj) yields  j=2  j=m+l
the output supply function:  where qi is netput with positive output quanti-
(3)*^  =  *~  ~ties  and negative input quantities.
(3)  Yj  = on  /  pj  ,  The demand equation for q  can be  derived
by taking the first derivative  of the unnormal-
whee  here  yo  iso  the  ized  profit  function  with  respect  to  the  nu-
output.  The  partial  derivative  of the  profit  meraire price. It is quadratic in prices and other
function with respect to the quasi-fixed factor  exogenous variables:
(zk) yields the shadow-value equation:  (7n  m  m  m
(7)  ql = bo + cizi - 0. 5  bijPi Pj+
(4)  Ak =  d7r* /dZk  (  i=m+l  i=2 j=2
where Ok is the shadow price of the kth quasi-  n  n
fixed  factor.  It is  further  assumed  that  the  +  cijziz j .
shadow price for land can be measured by land  i=m+l j=m+l
rental rates. Substituting land rent (rk) for the
shadow price in equation (4) yields the inverse  The inverse demand  for the quasi-fixed  fac-
demand  equation  for  land.  Land rent is now  tor land is obtained by differentiating the profit
considered  endogenous  to the model,  and the  function with respect to land (Zn) to obtain the
remaining  conditions  necessary  to  define  a  shadow-value  equation.  The  shadow  price  is
valid profit function are intact.  measured by the land rent (Pn')  Hence, the in-
For a profit function to be considered theo-  verse demand equation for land is:
retically  valid,  it has  to meet  the  necessary  n  m
regularity  conditions.  To  meet  these  condi-  (8)  pn'=Cn,  +  d  cjnz+dpi'  .dp
tions, the profit function  must be  continuous,  j=m+1  i=l
14A supply  function  for farmland  is  incorpo-  were obtained from Cubbage and Davis. Land
rated into  the model.  Residential,  industrial,  rents  from  1960  to  1985 were  obtained  from
and  related  uses  are  assumed  to  be  respon-  Robison  et al.  and Agricultural Land Values
sible for many land-use changes. Farming and  and Markets  (USDA).  However,  land  rent
forestry are residual claimants on the land re-  data  for the  1950-1959  period  had to be  ex-
source.  Therefore,  such factors  as population  trapolated  on the basis of farmland values us-
and per capita income are hypothesized  to in-  ing  rent-to-value  ratios  from  Robison  et  al.
fluence the quantity of land available for farm-  Land  values  were obtained  from Farm Real
ing and forestry uses. To account for competi-  Estate:  Historical Series  Data  1950-1985
tion of forestry with  farming, forest product  (USDA).
prices are included  in the supply equation for  The machinery category included repairs and
farmland.  A linear supply  equation  for farm-  operation of capital items, interest, taxes,  de-
land is formulated as:  preciation, and other consumption of farm capi-
^S  ~  ~tal.  The  materials  category  included  feed,
(9)  Z n = go + glPn'+  gjhj ,  feeder-livestock,  seed, fertilizer and lime, and
j=1  miscellaneous.  Prices  for those items in  both
where  zn is acreage  of farmland, gi's are para-  categories were the corresponding U.S. index
meters to be estimated, and h's are exogenous  of prices paid by farmers obtained from Agri-
variables  including population,  per capita in-  cultural  Statistics (USDA).
come, and pulpwood prices.  The fixed factors (z's) included labor and gov-
Equations  (6)  through  (9) form the empiri-  ernment  program  variables.  The  quantity  of
cal  model which is to be  estimated  as a  sys-  family labor was computed following Evenson
tem of equations after  disturbance terms are  et al. The family labor estimate was based on
appended to the equations.  surveys of the  Statistical  Reporting  Service,
USDA, published in Farm  Labor.
~~DATA  ^  ~A  government  payments  variable  was  in-
The profit, output supply, input demand, and  eluded  to capture  the  effects  of government
land  supply  and  demand  relationships  were  intervention  in  agricultural  production.  Rec-
estimated  using aggregate  data  for  Georgia  ognizing  the  simultaneous  relationship  be-
agriculture.  The time series data used in the  tween  current  government  payments  and
estimation  were  annual  observations  for the  output,  the  variable  used  was  government
years  1950 through  1985. The model included  payments  lagged  one  period  to  reflect  the
two  output  categories  (crops;  livestock  and  expected value of government payments. Data
poultry) and four input categories  (land, hired  on government payments were obtained from
labor, machinery, and materials).  Georgia Agricultural Facts.  Another  ex-
Exogenous  variables  included  expected  ogenous variable used in the estimation was a
product prices,  current  variable input prices,  dummy variable for 1983 which was the year
quantity  of  family  labor,  lagged  govern-  for the implementation of the Payment-in-Kind
ment payments, a dummy variable for the 1983  program.  This variable  was  an intercept and
Payment-in-Kind  (PIK) program,  and  a time  slope shifter in the profit function.  Time was
variable.  Three-year  moving  average  lagged  also included to measure the effects of techno-
prices  represented  expected  prices  for  live-  logical change. The values of the time variable
stock and poultry. The endogenous  variables  were 1950  = 1, 1952 = 2,..., 1985 = 36. These
are quantities of outputs and inputs,  variables were included among the z's in equa-
Aggregate  price  indices  for  the  input  and  tion (5).
output  variables  were  calculated  using  the  A supply equation for farmland was included
Tornqvist-Theil  index,  a discrete  approxima-  so  that  acreage  of farmland,  as  well as  land
tion to a Divisia index (Diewert). The base pe-  rents,  could  be  considered  as an  endogenous
riod  for  these  indices  was  1977.  Aggregate  variable.  Land  available  for agricultural  pro-
quantity  indices  were  computed  by  dividing  duction was considered to be competitive with
aggregate  revenue  and expenditures  by  the  commercial  forestry, so pulpwood prices were
aggregate price indices,  included  in  this  supply equation.  Land  avail-
Data on revenue,  cash expenses,  and prices  able for agricultural production is also affected
were  obtained  from  Georgia Agricultural  by  state-level  population  and  per  capita  in-
Facts  (Georgia Crop Reporting Service). Pulp-  come. The data for population  and per capita
wood prices are also obtained from this source  income were obtained from U.S. Statistical  Ab-
through 1979, but more recent pulpwood prices  stracts  (U.S. Department of Commerce).
15ESTIMATION PROCEDURE  tween crop price and family labor,  and among
Six  equations  were  derived  from  the  nor-  livestock and poultry price, hired labor wage,
malized quadratic profit function. These were  machinery  price,  time,  and  quantity  of land.
the supply  equations  for crops  and  livestock  These condition indices ranged from 39 to 152,
and poultry and the demand equations for land,  which indicates moderate collinearity.
hired  labor,  machinery,  and  materials.  The  Parameter  estimates  for  the  demand  and
price  of materials  was  used  to normalize  all  supply equations are reported in Table 1. More
the other  prices.  The complete  system of six  than half of the 55 parameter estimates of the
stacked supply and demand equations  and the  system of equations were statistically  signifi-
supply equation for farmland were estimated  cant\at the 0.10 level. The weighted R2 for the
using iterative three-stage least squares in the  system was 0.96, indicating a good fit  Consis-
Statistical  Analysis  System  (SAS)  package.  tent with economic theory, the respective own-
The profit function  is not included in the sys-  price  coefficients  were  negative  for  the  de-
tem  of  estimating  equations  since  all  of its  mand for hired labor and machinery and posi-
parameters  are  identified  in  the  system.  tive for the  supply  of livestock  and  poultry,
Linear  homogeneity  was  imposed  on  the  crops, and land.
quadratic  profit  function  by  normalization.  The  coefficient  on  lagged  farmland  in  the
Conditions for symmetry  are imposed on the  supply equation for farmland was 0.799, indi-
models with the constraints  d..  = d.. for every  cating an annual  adjustment rate  of 0.201  or
i  j.  As  a  result  of the  resrictins  across  20.1 percent. This result is similar to previous
equations,  the  degrees  of freedom  are based  work based on dynamic duality theory. Taylor
on the  number of observations  multiplied by  and Monson  indicated that the annual rate of
the  number  of equations  in  the  duality  sys-  adjustment for  farmland  in  the  Southeast  is
tem. Errors were assumed to be independent,  18  percent  toward  the  equilibrium  value.
normally distributed with mean zero and vari-  Others including Vasavada and Chambers and
ance  .I.  Alexander  also  found  that farmland  could  be
For convexity of the profit function to hold,  characterized  as a quasi-fixed  factor, indicat-
the  Hessian implied  by the estimated  d.. ma-  ing that this factor needs to be handled differ-
trix must be positive  semi-definite. Moon-  ently from most other factors.
icity  is  checked  by  calculating  the  predicted  The  coefficient  of the population  and  pulp-
values  of the supply and demand equations. If  wood  price  indicated  a negat  lative  relationship
at every observation the supply is positive and  with the supply  of land,  although not statisti-
the  demand  is  negative,  then the  necessary  cally  significant  at the  0.10  level.  Similarly,
monotonicity  conditions  are  met.  Multicollin-  disposable per capita income is negatively re-
earity is detected through the use of condition  lated to the supply of agricultural land.
indices. A condition index greater than 30 sug-  Own-  and  cross-price  elasticities  of supply
gests the presence of moderate to strong collin-  and  demand equations  are reported  in Table
earity. In the final estimation model, the inter-  2.  Except for land,  all the  own-price  demand
action term between quantity of land and the  elasticities are negative and inelastic. The de-
dummy variable  was excluded  because  of se-  mand elasticity for land is, however,  not  sta-
vere collinearity problems.  tistically  significant.  The own-price  elasticity
of land in the supply equation was 0.0749  (not
shown in the table). Hence,  quantity supplied
RESULTS ~~~RESUL~~TS  of land is not very responsive to land rents.
From the normalized profit function, demand  Own-price elasticities reported in this study
and supply equations were estimated simulta-  are of similar magnitudes  to those of previous
neously  with  the  supply  equation  for  land.  studies. The current estimates of demand elas-
All  of  the  eigenvalues  computed  from  the  ticities were generally more elastic  than pre-
Hessian  for prices were positive, indicating a  vious estimates  (Taylor and Monson; Shumway
positive definite matrix. Hence, convexity held  and  Alexander).  The own-price  elasticity  for
for this study.  Given  the quadratic form, this  crop  production  was 0.50  in  this study  com-
curvature  property is global in nature. Mono-  pared to 0.12-0.23  for commodity grouping in
tonicity  was not  violated  at any  observation  Shumway and Alexander. The own-price elas-
point  of  the  demand  and  supply  equations.  ticity for livestock and poultry was 0.27 in this
Tests for serial correlation indicated no statis-  study and 0.15 in Shumway and Alexander.
tically significant problem in this regard. Multi-  The cross-price  elasticities  of crop  produc-
collinearity was measured  using condition  in-  tion  with  respect  to  livestock  and  poultry
dices. Results  indicated that it is present be-  prices  and  livestock  and  poultry  production
16TABLE 1.  PARAMETER  ESTIMATES  OF INPUT  DEMAND  AND OUTPUT SUPPLY EQUATIONS,  GEORGIA,
1950-1985
Demand  Equations  Supply Equations
Hired  Livestock
Parameter  Labor  Land"  Machinery  and  Poultry  Crops  Land
Intercept  69.403  0.098  298.327*  621.491*  -931.468*  6.275*
(0.949)  (0.185)  (2.789)  (4.396)  (-3.246)  (1.808)
Livestock and  -28.731  0.937*  210.674*  180.738*  -140.813*
Poultry  (-0.558)  (2.767)  (3.728)  (1.789)  (-1.788)
Crops  14.865  -0.205  17.185  -140.813*  353.846*
(0.357)  (-1.122)  (0.329)  (-1.788)  (2.383)
Hired Labor  -99.574*  -0.133  44.344  28.731  -14.865
(-2.518)  (-0.610)  (1.437)  (0.558)  (-0.357)
Machinery  44.344  -0.054  -397.457*  -210.674*  -17.185
(1.437)  (-0.273)  (-7.979)  (-3.728)  (-0.329)
Farmland  0.133  0.019  0.054  0.937*  -0.205  0.799*b
(0.610)  (0.791)  (0.273)  (2.767)  (-1.122)  (8.486)
Time  3.188  0.012  15.963*  28.859*  54.382*
(1.318)  (0.821)  (4.969)  (6.772)  (7.761)
Government  -0.432*  0.001  0.869*  1.490*  0.006
Payments  (-2.225)  (1.405)  (3.253)  (3.838)  (0.006)
Family Labor  0.767*  -0.003*  -0.002  -1.383*  3.683*
(4.117)  (-3.582)  (-0.007)  (-3.581)  (4.173)
Dummy  52.351*  -35.385  31.097  -208.745*
(2.525)  (-1.165)  (0.770)  (-1.773)




Disposable Per  -0.0001
Capita  Income  (-0.288)
Pulpwood  Price  -0.741
(-1.127)
Weighted R
2 for system = 0.96
Mean values for 1950-1985 as used in the regression analysis are as follows: Quantity indexes are
livestock and poultry-913.7, crops-835.2, hired labor-- 72.0, machinery-584.3, materials-909.9, and
land--  8.5.  Price indexes are livestock and poultry-0.8, crops-0.8, hired labor-0.7, machinery-0.7,
materials-0.7, and land-0.7. Government payments  are 39.5.  Family labor is 162.8.
t-values are in parentheses.
*Significant at 0.10 level.
alnverse demand function.
bLagged one year.
17with respect to crop prices  showed a comple-  outputs, crops showed  a larger technical shift
mentary relationship. The small magnitude  of  than livestock and poultry.
the  cross-price  elasticities  between  input  The regression results further indicate that
prices  and output  indicates  that the  outputs  an  increase  in  the  quantity  of  family  labor
are not very responsive to input price changes.  would increase the quantity demanded of hired
Land,  however,  is  responsive  to  changes  in  labor. Hence, family labor and hired labor are
livestock and poultry prices. The input demand  complements rather than substitutes. The com-
elasticities  imply that hired labor substituted  mon  assumption  of  substitutability  may not
for  machinery  and  materials.  Land  comple-  hold  because family and  hired labor perform
mented  materials  and  substituted  for  hired  different activities  within the farm. Adminis-
labor  and  machinery.  Moreover,  substitu-  trative  and  managerial  activities  are  an  im-
tability  was  found  between  materials  and  portant component of family labor, while hired
machinery.  The  main  differences  between  labor  is  mostly  oriented  to  simpler,  manual
these results and previous estimates relate to  work (Lopez).
the  relationships  between land and  other in-  The dummy variable for the 1983  Payment-
puts. The higher cross-price elasticities in this  in-Kind (PIK) program  showed  the expected
study  compared  to  Taylor  and  Monson,  for  negative  sign in the crops equation.  The PIK
example,  can  be attributed to the unique for-  program  is  an  acreage-diversion  program
mulation  of land's supply and  demand in this  aimed  at  reducing  both  the  production  and
study.  stocks  of  commodities,  particularly  grains.
For the normalized profit function, nonjoint-  Government  payments  (lagged)  significantly
ness  in production  exists  if all mixed  partial  reduced the demand for hired labor, increased
derivatives  between  output  prices  are  zero  the demand for machinery,  and increased the
(Lau,  1972, and Shumway).  Nonjointness  was  supply of livestock and poultry.
tested  using  the  simple  t-test.  If the  cross-
price coefficient  of a commodity is significant,  CONCLUSIONS
then there is jointness. Results indicated that  This study analyzed agricultural production
there  is jointness in  production.  Jointness  is  in Georgia using a normalized restricted profit
probably due  to allocatable  fixed inputs  such  function  augmented  with a  supply curve  for
as land.  land. Georgia agriculture was found to be char-
Technological  change  was found  to be  ma-  acterized by machinery-using  and labor-using
chinery  using  and  labor  using.  The  demand  technical  change.  Own-price elasticities of the
for machinery  exhibited the  largest technical  supply  and  demand  functions  were  found  to
increase  among the inputs.  Technical  change  be inelastic. The cross-price elasticities for out-
is labor  using  although  at a low  significance  puts indicated  a complementary  relationship
level.  The  supply  of crops  and  livestock  and  between  crops  and  livestock  and  poultry.
poultry increased over time. Between the two  Among the inputs, substitutability was found
TABLE 2.  SHORT-RUN  ELASTICITIES  OF  OUTPUT  SUPPLY AND  INPUT DEMAND FOR GEORGIA
AGRICULTUREa
Elasticity with  Respect to the Price of
Output or  Livestock  Hired
Input  and  Poultry  Crops  Materials  Labor  Machinery
Livestock and
Poultry  0.2674  -0.2068  0.0951  0.0273  -0.2162
Crops  -0.2132  0.4966  -0.2404  -0.0146  -0.0178
Materials  -0.1031  0.2486  -0.2615  0.0578  0.0583
Hired Labor  -0.2191  0.1058  0.4529  -0.5949  0.2755
Land  -3.2235  0.6578  -0.8574  0.3504  0.1509
Machinery  0.4166  0.0318  0.1068  0.0622  -0.5984
aThe elasticities were calculated at mean levels for 1950-1985.
18between  the  following  input  pairs:  land  and  reduction  in  the  price  of machinery  reduces
hired labor, land and machinery,  materials and  the  demand  for  land  and  hence  land  rents.
machinery,  machinery  and  hired  labor,  and  Urban  influences  were  shown  to reduce  the
hired labor and materials.  Land complemented  supply of land and hence increase land rents.
materials.  Considering the importance  of land rents, it
Estimating  separate  demand  and  supply  seems  appropriate  to model both supply and
equation  for  land  allowed  the  estimation  of  demand  relationships.  However,  it  is  recog-
demand and supply elasticities for land. If the  nized that other factors of production may also
supply  equation  for  land  had  not  been  esti-  need  to  be  analyzed  in  a  similar  fashion.
mated, the price elasticity in the demand equa-  In some cases an argument could be made that
tion  would  have  included  a  conglomerate  of  farmers  compete  for  scarce  labor  within
demand  and  supply  effects.  Such  an ambigu-  the  state  so that labor may  also have  an up-
ity would not reveal the true relationship be-  ward  sloping  supply  curve.  An  area  for
tween land rents and quantity of land. Using  further  research  would  be  to apply  the  con-
both a supply and demand equation  helps ex-  cepts developed in this paper to other factors
plain  the  factors  which  affect  land  rents.  A  of production.
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